Exploring Bulgaria
B

Eastern Rhodopes
ulgaria is a destination most frequently associated with strong booze and worldclass skiing resorts. However, if you are ready to overlook the mass tourist itineraries
you will find vast swathes of pine forest coating the undulating hills and mountains,
occasionally interrupted by charming farming communities and Thracian villages.
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ihaela Kircheva has called Bulgaria
her home ever since she was born. She
graduated in International Tourism from the University of Economics in Varna and received extensive training within this sector with more than
13 years of experience. She is fluent in English,
French and Russian.
From 2005, Mihaela devoted herself to promoting the Eastern Rhodopes Mountains in Bulgaria
for nature and adventure holidays. She currently
manages a nature adventures company and
coordinates the tourist aspect of New Thracian
Gold. In her spare time, Mihaela loves to explore new places and is keen on photography,
music and nature.
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The stunning Rhodope Mountains stretch across southern Bulgaria reaching parts of northern Greece. Well and truly off the beaten path - it is one of the last remaining places in
Europe to see brown bears, lynx and a fine array of birds of prey in the wild. Embark upon
your Bulgarian adventure and allow Gabi Tours to take you on a remarkable journey
deep into the wilderness.

Nature Trips

“Land of the Rock People”
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Because of its varied climate and geology, Bulgaria has a very rich flora, with over 3,800
species of higher plants including Central, European, Mediterranean, Pontic, Pannonian,
Steppe and Oriental elements. On top of these foreign imports, the country also boasts
170 endemic species and 100 endemic subspecies.

During the Bronze Age the Eastern Rhodopes was occupied by Thracian tribes who
began to create the deify rock sites. In the beginning the tribesmen built monuments
and stone temples but as time passed by they eventually built entire stone cities such as
Perperikon. Already known as Great Perperikon, it is thought that the famous Temple of
Dionysus, son of Zeus and Greek God of wine, is located here while it also hosts the largest
megalith ensemble in the Balkans.

he Eastern Rhodopes is scarcely populated and remains largely untouched by
man. By taking a nature tour through the great outdoors you will enrich all of your
senses. The flowers and crops have never had fertiliser sprayed on them so the
scent of the herbs rises from the meadows. The tranquil environment allows you to
hear bees drone, crickets chirrup and even every flutter of wings from the passing insects.
And then there are the aesthetical qualities to take into consideration.

hile it may be scarcely populated, the Eastern Rhodopes have been inhabited since ancient times. Evidence of Romans, Byzantines, Crusaders, Turks and
of course Bulgarians can be traces here throughout the ages. However it was
during the Bronze Age that the region really came to life, gaining the familiar
nickname “Land of the Rock People.”
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Venture through vibrant vistas and colourful landscapes. Discover the intriguing rocky
area and caves at the Studen kladenets which harbours a large bat colony, then voyage through the picturesque Arda river valley which includes rock complexes, precipices,
forests, meadows and pastures.
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Adventure Holidays

“Mountains of Orpheus”
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In whichever village you visit, you will be greeted with the warm and welcoming hospitality
of the local people. The Rodopchani will also give you the chance to sample the exquisite native gastronomy which although heavily influenced by Greek cuisine; it does have
an individual and unique flavour.

While you are enjoying the picturesque setting of the River Arda, make the most of the
Mediterranean climate by taking a boat or kayak adventure along the ancient road connecting the lowlands of Thrace with the north Aegean Sea coast. During this excursion you
will have the opportunity to visit impressive sites such as Devil’s Bridge which is inscribed as
a national monument of culture.

nother nickname for the Eastern Rhodopes is the “mountains of Orpheus”. According to Greek mythology, Orpheus was a legendary musician, poet, and a
prophet during ancient times that had the ability to charm all living things. With
a cultural and heritage tour of the region you will soon come to realise the why
the nickname still stands today. You will be introduced to the local entertainment and be
blessed with the sensual sounds of their beautiful Rhodope songs.

hroughout the winter months it is the numerous ski resorts which attract the most attention. However, it is the summer adventure seekers’ that are truly rewarded as the
Eastern Rhodopes hosts some of the finest hiking treks in all of Europe. Ride the
ridges and summits of Bulgaria’s breathtaking mountains and cross alpine meadows to the shores of the atmospheric River Arda.
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Like any mountain range, the Eastern Rhodopes is also home to fascinating climbing opportunities. With Gabi Tours you will have a professional instructor who will introduce you
to the essence of climbing and mountaineering and teach you the ethics, technique and
tactics of traditional alpine climbing sites.

Bulgaria also produces a large number of quality wines which pair up nicely with their
flavoursome food. During your cultural and heritage tour you can opt to visit the Rila
Monastery and Melnik Monastery and embark upon a wine tasting tour of the region.
All cultural tours include a professional tour guide, entrance fees to all attractions, parking
taxes, transfers and hotel accommodation. You will also have the opportunity to feast
your eyes on wonderful Bulgarian attractions, sights and areas such as the impressive Rilski
monastery – the biggest in Bulgaria – located in the Rila Mountains, famous wine region
of Melnik set amongst the picturesque surroundings of the “Rocky pyramids”, multicultural
Kardzhali town and stunning lake, Thracian valley and Balkan range.
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Photography Tours

Bird Watching Tours
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By visiting the BSPB (BirdLife Bulgaria Conservation Centre) nature conserve in the Eastern
Rhodope Mountains, you can observe the birds in their natural habitat. Here you will come
across the likes of Spanish sparrows, Egyptian vultures, black storks, griffons, long-legged
buzzards, golden and short-toed eagles, barn owls, peregrine falcons and many more.

If you visit even only once the Rhodope Mountains, your heart will remain in it forever and
you will wish to return in the beautiful mountain again and again, to breathe pure its crystalline air, to travel across its nooks and to climb its peaks.

ulgaria is home to some of the best biodiversity in Europe and wild natural vistas
which create a perfect backdrop for photographic tours. The camera will become
your new best friend on this tour as you take to the lens and capture spectacular
photos of roaming wildlife in their natural element. Your scenery can range from
rare plants, birds, reptiles, superb rock formations, Thracian tombs and niches. One day
you can find yourself pointing your camera at bears and jackals in the wildest places of
the Eastern Rhodopes Mountains or local fauna and rare species of raptors and reptiles.
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ulgaria is a paradise for birdwatchers. Just like the fascinating flora, the fauna
ranges from species typical for Central and Northern Europe, passerines and raptors characteristic of the Mediterranean, steppe and even semi-desert species
influenced by the proximity of the Northern Pontic regions and Asia Minor. As you
discover more than 400 species, the variety of habitats and eclectic range of birds will
leave you in awe.
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ew Thracian Gold is an organisation focused on providing first-rate adventure holidays in Bulgaria. They take small groups of people to some of
Bulgaria’s most remote places and create a sustainable travel experience.
They offer a wide range of tourist services, exclusive wildlife, untouched nature, photography hides, farming attractions, and local festivals along with
cosy guest houses to allow visitors an insight into local life accompanied
with a sense of relaxation. The range of available tours fits all demands from
leisure activities to adventurous activities.
The New Thracian Gold team of professionals has a passion for bringing people the best and
most authentic experiences possible. Their strong point is their specialist knowledge and local
expertise. They employ local communities and support sustainable tourism by investing in nature’s restoration, tourism infrastructure, training schemes for locals and promotion.
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www.newthraciangold.eu

+359 887 831 026

mihaela_kircheva@abv.bg
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